
  6:53 silverdale: Good evening One & All! 6:52 pm 

  6:53 simmontemplar: Hey Silverdale !! 

» back in town ? 

  6:53 silverdale: Back at you - Simmon! 

  6:53 simmontemplar: thanks Silver ! 

  6:54 piandjo: testing--hello everyone. 

  6:54 silverdale: Yes! Great trip to Boston ... And you ... you're back! 

  6:54 hawklady: hello one and all 

  6:54 simmontemplar: yes !! glad to be back... It was a full meal that trip 

» Hi Hawk L. 

  6:57 piandjo: ah, sound. 

  6:58 auriah: hi everyone 

  6:59 winnipeg9: on line 

  6:59 piandjo: we have to wonder what David had for supper... 

  6:59 simmontemplar: I am on the net guys !! 

» If you don't mind for this last time I'll be just on line 

  7:00 vadere: hi everyone 

  7:01 simmontemplar: Hi David and Iven !! 

  7:01 theangelstore: welcome all!! hi david and iven 

  7:02 piandjo: hi simon--you can type along with us this evening! 

  7:02 theangelstore: i'm working the angel store av avatar tonight 

  7:02 lost_horizon: Hi, everyone 

  7:02 theangelstore: sign in if you'd like 



» this is Janna in penn vally, Ca 

» Neural Network Projections is our topic for tonight 

  7:05 susankester: hello everyone 

  7:05 theangelstore: looks like we're all signed in, ty! 

» howdy susan 

  7:05 piandjo: hi susan! 

  7:05 theangelstore: enjoy the class 

  7:05 simmontemplar: Great to see you Piandjo ! I do just what you suggested 

  7:05 hawklady: arsi in Corona, ca 

  7:05 silverdale: George from Seattle 

  7:07 simmontemplar: as we say ...a change the frame of mind 

  » (...in the ...)\ 

  7:11 theangelstore: as we go along, david would like comments  

  7:13 piandjo: the more our being grows, we more we are aware of there being more than we 
can see. Being makes us aware of more. 

  7:14 silverdale: Well said Piandjo ... our Being enables us to expand our perceptions. 

  7:15 piandjo: or so it seems to me. it is hard to explain. 

  7:15 simmontemplar: You were very clear P. 

  7:16 piandjo: ty 

  7:18 theangelstore: i notice people often feel inadequate...the being doesn't fall asleep. it 
voyages through sleep. it's the machine that "falls" asleep, and misses the chance to voyage with 
the voyager in awareness that 

  7:19 simmontemplar: Don Juan tradition would say ...it is a change in the position of the 
Assemblage Point (...a little or at times big) 

  7:19 silverdale: Angel - you got cut off at "awareness that ..." 



  7:19 auriah: yeah 

  7:20 silverdale: Right - Simmon ... 

  7:21 theangelstore: right on Simmon!!! 

  7:22 simmontemplar: Thanks fellows 

  7:22 theangelstore: @Silver...the being voyages through dreams...while the machine rests and 
repairs...same with voyages EJ was hosting 

» some machines drifted off, but the being was voyaging for them, the 

» drawback is that the memories won't be accessible to the machine 

  7:23 simmontemplar: very on spot angelstore ! 

  7:23 silverdale: Good contribution - Angel. I agree. 

  7:23 theangelstore: not til later, anywayz 

  7:24 silverdale: We need to develop the Essential Self and Being in order to remember and be 
active. 

  7:24 piandjo: very nice, angel. We still grow from a voyage we do not even remember. Hope 
is secure! 

  7:25 bardoman: Howdy Folks...;0 

»  

  7:25 hawklady: page 37 

  7:25 theangelstore: ty. howdy Bardoman 

  7:25 hawklady: hi 

  7:28 simmontemplar: That statement makes reference to Piandjos's question in the web page 
"How we would see or ...perceive somebody without the occlusions 

  7:30 susankester: what page 

  7:30 simmontemplar: that is the answer Harry !! probably we will perceive them as luminous 
eggs 



» with out our constrains 

  7:30 hawklady: bottom of page37 

  7:31 piandjo: i think the answer is.... 

» everything 

  7:32 simmontemplar: agreed ! 

  7:32 theangelstore: all of the above! 

  7:33 bardoman: Hi Dave & Iven... 

  7:33 piandjo: great quote, George. what page?of the book? 

  7:34 bardoman: This is GREAT! 

  7:35 silverdale: bottom page 241 under sub-section - Conscious Struggle 

  7:35 theangelstore: (we are watching David Franco and Iven Lourie discussing chapter 5 of 
Life in the Labyrinth...Neural Network Projections is the chapter. Just an update for people just 
tuning in. 

  7:35 piandjo: ty 

  7:36 theangelstore: welcome Rebecca Sunnybrook 

  7:36 beckysunnybrook: Is the idea of "How do I do this" part of the head set you speak of? Is 
that the mechanical self asking, How? 

» Hello and thanks for welcome 

  7:37 simmontemplar: beach head ! 

» Hi Becky 

  7:37 beckysunnybrook: Hi Simmon! 

  7:38 silverdale: Well summarized - Becky ... 

  7:38 beckysunnybrook: Hello Silver 

» swimming 



  7:38 piandjo: it reminds me of prayer 

  7:38 beckysunnybrook: it reminds me of swimming thru waves 

  7:39 auriah: dreaming 

  7:39 piandjo: or sitting in the sun 

  7:39 theangelstore:  

  7:42 winnipeg9: the matrix has been very helpful with intentional or voluntary dreaming 

  7:43 southerly19: hello 

  7:43 simmontemplar: my mouse 

  7:43 auriah: my book 

  7:43 hawklady: my pencil, 

  7:43 susankester: my cup 

  7:43 lost_horizon: I will look at the desk lamp 

  7:43 vadere: my phone 

  7:43 hawklady: simmon make sure the mouse doesn't run away 

  7:43 beckysunnybrook: My Bokarian designed coin purse. 

  7:43 Pro markroche: a pen 

  7:43 silverdale: hello - Southerly! 

  7:43 simmontemplar: jajajj !! 

  7:43 southerly19:  

  7:43 theangelstore: they're fast, mice 

» lol 

  7:44 simmontemplar: Hey !! South 19 ! welcome 

  7:44 southerly19: thank you simmon and silver 



  7:45 beckysunnybrook: Hi Southerly!  

  7:45 southerly19: becky! 

  7:47 simmontemplar: nice question David !! 

  7:48 piandjo: this is the value of art--it expands an object or view or action and focuses on it to 
the exclusion of others until it expands. 

  7:48 beckysunnybrook: maybe the plant spoke to them in a dream 

  7:48 theangelstore: it did 

» ancient peoples explored their worlds by hunting and gathering 

  7:48 simmontemplar: that is a very accurate suggestion Becky 

  7:49 theangelstore: and exploring plants and their world 

» same as us! 

  7:49 beckysunnybrook: yes. connected deeply 

  7:49 lost_horizon: hunting and gathering, but with different senses 

  7:49 hawklady: yes becky, i was thinking during meditation a lot of answers come or during 
dreams the answers come through 

  7:49 Pro markroche: that's also where the vedas and mantras supposedly come from--they 
weren't made up. people 'listened' and the teachings were revealed 

  7:50 theangelstore: some plants were much more communicative, and available as portals 

  7:50 beckysunnybrook: yes. so much to be in touch with 

  7:50 theangelstore: some were for nourishment 

» but they spent thousands of years sorting it out--with no laboratories but themselves 

  7:50 piandjo: hunting and gathering in the labyrinth--very useful idea,Lost 

  7:51 hawklady: i've come to believe that the birds and the mountains try to give me messages 

  7:51 simmontemplar: Jeee ...Spinozza was in all the details !! 



  7:51 hawklady: I jsut dont' know what it is as of yet 

  7:53 beckysunnybrook: If you ignore something, it jumps up and bites you, sooner or later. 

  7:54 hawklady: lol 

  7:54 theangelstore: lol 

  7:54 beckysunnybrook: because it is there. 

» it reminds me of Gurdjieff with those dogs barking at him and the traveler in that one scene. 
They had to sit there and listen, the dogs calmed down. LOL 

  7:55 theangelstore: hehe 

  7:57 hawklady: Surrender in the moment 

  7:58 Pro markroche: not coming from plants but from people 'listening' deeply, like they did 
with the plants for healing guidance 

  7:59 hawklady: Mark, i think it does come plants; i think they talk to us like we talk to them 

» come from plants* 

  8:00 beckysunnybrook: Listening deeply is well worth it 

  8:00 hawklady: oh no, not here next week 

  8:01 Pro markroche: y, Hawklady, i agree. was just extending that principle to how mantras 
and the vedas were 'heard' in similar ways 

  8:01 hawklady: ah 

  8:01 Pro markroche: though not specifically by listening to plants in the case of mantras etc 

  8:01 beckysunnybrook: ty! 

» ha ha. 

  8:01 piandjo: David and Iven, thank you again for taking us on this journey. Most excellent 
comments from everyone. 

  8:01 hawklady: lets' voyage together 

  8:02 auriah: LOL 



  8:02 southerly19: thank you, goodnight 

  8:02 silverdale: Thanks David & Ivan for serving as our guides this evening ... 

  8:02 theangelstore: 2 weeks from now--we will look at the chapter "The Illusion of Time" 

  8:02 beckysunnybrook: Thanks for sharing your thoughts everyone! 

  8:02 Pro markroche: thanks and best wishes to Iven David and everyone 

  8:02 hawklady: thank you one and all; thank you Ivan and David 

  8:02 lost_horizon: Thank you 

  8:02 simmontemplar: Thank you all, another great reunion !! 

  8:02 theangelstore: good nite all... 

  8:02 beckysunnybrook: reunions ON! 

  8:02 susankester: thank you and goodnight 

  8:02 piandjo: I will miss you all next week! 

 


